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Concepts addressed: 
U.S. Constitutional theory: 16th through 18th centuries (Machiavelli, Hobbes) 
 
Machiavelli 

• Niccoló Machiavelli:(1469-1527) works & thought in general 
• The Prince & use of language 
• Break with classical & Christian philos  
• Expansionism; ambition 
• Use of history; great men 
• The Discourses & force & fraud 

Niccoló Machiavelli (1469-1527) 
• Diplomacy for Florence (Sec of State) 
• Wrote books (after job loss); investigate (letter to Vittori) 
• The Prince (1513); The Discourses.. (1513-19) 
• Appear crude? Crafty, subtle 
• Famous (infamous): end justifies means  
• (p.66) In action, where no judgment to call upon, “one looks to the end” 

(Mansfield trans) 
• Renaissance (rebirth); question medieval ideals 
• Is M a humanist, republican?  
• “Mirror of princes” literature (& The Prince on the surface takes that form) 
• Intention difficult to understand 
• Like Augustine: men evil; there is no worldly political salvation 
• Oppose St. Thomas;  M: we should not expect politics to encourage virtue 
• M. gave expression to what we now call nationalist ideals 

Prince & Discourses 
• Pr.: manual on logic of acquiring & maintaining power 
• Sees ethical ideals blinding the leader to reality of politics 
• Background: corruption & instability (both)  
• Emphasis: Pr: prince; Dis: republics 
• Pr & Dis present full teaching ( “all”; pp. 3, 101) 

Prince: levels 
• Ways of organizing government 
• Teach art of government 
• Deepest: are our concepts of right/ wrong merely reflections of our 

interests/power? 
• Or, reflect an objective order of things? 
• Foreclosed idea anything might be more important than win in struggle for power 

Prince & M’s teaching 
• Prince: unsettling; shows men how to acquire 
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• M wants to expose hypocrisy that underlies gentlemanly virtues (p.255, Dis I.55) 
Lorenzo (pp. 3-4) 

• M. insulting boldness: Lorenzo not know actions of great men? not know how 
rule? 

• Later we learn not fortune but virtue makes secure modes & orders of prince 
• Ch.III M addresses Prince familiarly & thus as equal 

Center (of Machiavelli) & Teaching 
• All agree it is ch. XV of The Prince (pp 56-7) 
• Creates radically revised values 
• Plato: right & wrong exist (regardless of what one may think) 
• Idea something is true/right, even when oppose nation’s laws, is subversive 
• Machiavelli: there is no objective standard of right 

Center of M: Virtú & Language 
• Only law of virtú: will, courage, success 
• Shifty use of words; gradually alter meaning by altering context 
• Language: means to conquer? Change terms in which people think 
• Human affairs: about winning & losing 
• Presents evil as if neither evil nor good, but merely useful or counterproductive 

Realism?  
• Life chaotic, restlessness, aggrandizement 
• Fortune rules half; need dykes & banks (91) 
• Illusion v reality? (56) (see Plato, politics in cave)  
• Mach: no outside sun/world exists 
• Science? Points to facts; but no interest in system or testing hypotheses 
• M: only “describe” politics?; tells princes how they ought to act 
• Knew political strength of Christianity rested on intrinsic appeal as well as sword 
• Realism different from contemporary value-free models 
• “Effective truth” not simply material wants/needs 
• More alive to reality of honor, glory, as motives of action 

Break with Classical/Christian Thought 
• Not ask traditional questions; not what is source of legitimacy 
• Asks what makes government effective 
• Lowers the standards  
• Non-teleological 
• One of founders of “modernity” (ch15, p 56-7) 
• Pr: revolutionary teaching in traditional guise 
• “Effectual truth” v “imagination” (p.56) 
• Says standards of classical philosophy not exist in truth 
• “Learn how not to be good” (p.56); idea of “reason of state” (maintain state 65-6) 
• Save the state; standard is not only saving, provide honor, glory 
• Open new route (p.103), new principles  
• Danger; others carry to end (105) 
• Counter present religion; do not make a profession of goodness (56) 
• Advocate virtú: “virtue” include ingenuity 
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• Include courage, efficacy, capacity (pp 22,24)  
Expansionism? What is Legit? 

• Penetrating, try not to be deceived 
• Pr: acquire; Dis: emphasis on founding, enlarge; discusses decay & how to 

resist 
• Long-lasting state gives one glory 
• No interest in “Should I obey the state?” 
• (Lacks a philosophy of legitimacy?) 
• Does end justify means? (but is no end) 

Humans & Ambition & Evil 
• Humans have animo (spiritedness; self is soul-less spirit) 
• Ambizione for honor, glory (142, 145) 
• One needs to be unpredictable 
• Constants of masses: men selfish (61), bad, display vicious nature (117) 
• Build big stato & long-lasting 

History, States, Great Men 
• Life= struggle; need to conquer fortuna 
• Build dykes & banks (91); subdue chance 
• Ought try to make history; certain men look back, learn from great deeds 
• Mainly: found & maintain the state; so not possible to observe morality 
• Importance of necessity (129) 
• “Second” Fortune, cannot defeat her (383) 
• Go with the flow (92) 
• Desire for glory is a given (see 145) 
• Romulus: dirty deeds; result excuses; is praised (139, 141, 171) 
• Human desires insatiable; be bold (274, 56) 

Machiavelli & Moral Revolution 
• Radically change; advise: do evil, opposite of virtue (political activity not realm 

of sublime) 
• Machiavelli: there is no objective standard of right (only virtú: will, courage, 

ingenuity) 
• Language: to conquer? Change thinking terms  
• “Evil” neither evil nor good; merely can be useful or counterproductive 
• Not expect men to conform to high standards 

Discourses
• Dedicated to 2 who deserve to be princes 
• Presents new teaching camouflaged by form of past & continuity 
• Commentary on historian; deal with (Great) Rome 
• Like Pr, (following “mirror of princes”) Dis. introduces the new surrounded by 

old 
Necessity (& fraud) 

• Seldom men rise to high rank without force or fraud (p.318) & not force alone 
• Often cunning alone sufficient 
• M.: wants to inspire new princes 
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• Fraud creates (& conceals) force against existing order 
• Does not seem to oppose it openly 

Realism?  
• But not contemporary value-free realism 
• M: “describe” life & politics (restless aggrandizing) 
• Yet tells princes how they ought to act 
• Intention of P, ch XV to XVII, undermine what we believe ought be 

praised/blamed 
• Alive to reality of honor, glory, as motives of action 

Non-teleological (oppose tradition) 
• What makes government effective? (“effective truth”) 
• Non-teleological (classical values not exist in truth) 
• Lowers the standards (a founder of “modernity”) 
• Pr: revolutionary teaching in traditional guise 
• Open new route (p.103) 
• Danger to introduce new principles  
• Others carry to end (105) 

Thomas Hobbes (1588-1669) 
• England: civil war; Royalists v Puritans 
• Quarrel: religion; limits on powers; what tradition allowed; what was just 
• Oxford & reaction against scholasticism 
• Age of Galileo, Newton, Descartes, Bacon 
• Leviathan 1651 

Hobbes - Philosophy 
• New question, not traditional question (what is good/best society?) 
• But what makes society possible? 
• Attempt full answer, not partisan; (this intriguing analysis still interests experts) 
• Base of many present ideas of civil society 

Science & Use of Evidence 
• All is matter in motion (& so also life p.19) 
• Society congeries of such material 
• Man is material, part of natural world 
• Don’t confuse spirit & matter 
• Define terms, not loose talk (see p.34) 

Science & Question of Ought 
• Morality? What ontological root? 
• Words like good & bad: refer to what is pleasurable, harmful (p.48) 
• Man is a self-defending animal, selfish 
• Sovereign: able to reward & punish 
• Make it too heavy a price to pay to disobey 

Mathematics (Geometry) 
• Euclid’s geometry: “By God, this is impossible” 
• Deductive logic to solve political problems 
• Use “proofs”; get rid of much political dispute; get rid of violence 
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• Fear is central: (fear & I were born twins) 
Hobbes as “Modern” 

• Non-teleological; life is merely “motion of limbs”; there is no purpose (19) 
• There is no “greatest good” (finis ultimus, utmost aim, nor summum bonum) (80) 
• Humans equal: equally vulnerable to death (98) 
• Nothing is unjust; no good, evil (in state of nature, p. 101) 

Novelty 
• Aristotle is wrong (p. 481) 
• Clear & powerful attack on teleology 
• Society is in some fundamental sense against human nature 
• Fear, war of all against all 

Hobbes: State of Nature 
• Constant fear of violent death 
• Natural passions cause civil war (99) 
• Political order is radically artificial 
• War of every man against every man; life of man …  (100) 

Human Nature 
• Life is merely motion (19); materialism; body & motion 
• Good & evil; just & unjust (48, 101, 113) 
• Men sensual beings (20-22); interior motion begins endeavor, desire (47)  
• Happiness/felicity, continual success in obtaining what one desires (55) 
• Life never without desire (55, 80)  

Social Contract 
• No security (103) 
• Passions: fear of violent death, reason suggests “articles of peace” (102) 
• Government created by agreement, consent 
• Designed for own preservation (105, 129) 
• Leviathan: able to “overawe them all” (99) 
• Abstraction; “as if”  

Social Contract Solution 
• Works best when people desperate for a resolution; no one invulnerable 
• Strongest passion: fear of violent death 
• Common power, Leviathan; people held in awe; act as if they authorized 

Leviathan 
• Legitimacy of contract determined by whether sovereign keeps peace  

Debate: meaning of “contract” 
• Agency or voluntary authorization? 
• Non-resistance (contract between “people” not between ruler & ruled) 
• No meaningful contract: describes “mutual relation between protection & 

obedience” (p. 511; p. 504 meaning of conquer & pacify) 
Hobbes: Commodious Life? 

• State of nature, war: incommodities (100) 
• So commodious living includes what? 
• Industry, culture, navigation, letters, society …. 
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Life & Social Contract 
• Human predicament: want peace, security, order; have constant fear (99, 100) 
• Causes of quarrel: 1) fear for safety 
• 2) competition for gain 
• 3) vain-glory, honor (99); glory-seekers especially disruptive (52) 
• When problem solved: less fear of death, more likely property/commodious life 

Glory-seekers 
• Competition for honor, dignity (constant,131) 
• Vain-glory: foolish overrating own worth (220, 52) 
• Life compared to race: “no other goal, nor garland, but being foremost” (Elements 

I, 9.21) 
• Men act from opinions; sovereign control opinions spoken to multitude  

“King of the Proud” 
• Leviathan will be “King of the Proud” (236) 
• Natural state is not political/social 
• Contract between disconnected singulars; (not A’s community; not natural 

association) 
Foundation of liberalism (in H) 

• Humans: equal (p.98, 119); inalienable rights (105; 123, 164, 167, 217) 
• State based on law (123-4) 
• Public distinguished from private (143-4) 
• Respect personal freedom (164, 165-6, 167-8) 
• Secure rudimentary welfare (247) 
• Utility of toleration (499) 
• Repress government, consent authorizes (127,131,134) 

Compare to Aristotle 
• Aristotle: reason discovers purpose; nature is completed being 
• Hobbes: reason pursue object only after chosen by passions 
• “Justice”= fair play, by rules; not good actions 
• Aristotle: participation 
• Hobbes: citizens avoid politics 

Compare (to Bacon & Aristotle) 
• Not use induction: leads to imprecision  
• Would therefore destroy civil peace 
• Will creates contract; society artificial 
• Obligation: only as long as power to protect (167) 

Civil Strife & Solution 
• Problems: civil strife, civil war, regicide 
• Use “science”: solve problems of society 
• Treatise in social engineering 
• Eliminate absurdities, clarify language 
• Base society on material-in-motion philos 

Modernity Reconsidered 
• Hobbes: reason not competent to make sense of highest things 
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• A: reason discovers purpose; nature as completed being; transcendent standard 
• Hobbes & modernity: reason useable only after goal chosen by passions 
• Will creates contract; based on emotion (fear of violent death) 

Realm of Science 
• Scientific knowledge means mathematical 
• Elaborated code of “natural law” 
• (like Mach: separate doctrine from excellence of man) 
• Believed moral & civil science convincing to ordinary man 
• Thought his was first true pol philos 
• Founded pol philosophy on math & put civil controversies to rest 

Hobbes & Phil Tradition 
• H: avoid calamities (esp. civil war) as may be avoided by man’s effort 
• Destroy pretence of nobility: vainglorious are responsible  for civil war; A’s 

justice dangerous 
• Private judgment: everyone pass silent death sentence on ruler (no tyranny, 142) 
• H: reinterpret religion: (see temporal v “ghostly” power, 242) so won’t challenge 

state 
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